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I. Team
An informal school team was responsible for the achievement of the aims of the visit in Letec
Hristo Toprakchiev School. The team developed a plan and allocated tasks to prepare and
implement the activities concerning the organization of the visit. Each member was
responsible for specific time-bound tasks and schedule coordination. In the period 02.01.2015
- 21.03.2015 the schedule for team meetings was changed from a weekly meeting into twice a
week. Good coordination between the members gave the opportunity to plan and prepare in
detail all aspects of the preparation of the fourth visit of the project plan.

II. Goals
Presentation of products and activities of stage 5 and 6 from the project
Presentation of the school "Letec Hristo Toprakchiev"
Presentation of the main subjects in the Bulgarian school
Attending school lessons and classes
Presentation of Bozhurishte
Dissemination of the project activities in the school community
Organizing photo trips for the creation of IT products
Increasing communication skills in English
Presentation of the Bulgarian culture and traditions
Sharing of cultural values
Planning the last visit in Turkey

III. Preparation
Accommodation for participants
It is difficult to find suitable hotels and accommodation located in the area of Bozhurishte.
For this reason, the project coordinator explored hotels whose location was near the subway
stations in the capital, in order to provide convenient transport to our city. Inquiries were
made to provide reasonable prices. The team focused on Rodina Hotel for accommodation.
Spain - the partners organized their own accommodation in the hotel "Favorit". Students
participating in mobility were accommodated in families of children from Letec Hristo
Toprakchiev School. Meetings were held with the class teachers of high school education.
They aimed to find families who have opportunity, conditions and consent to accept students
from Spain. After conversations and meetings with parents, through which they were familiar
with the responsibilities and requirements about accommodation, the project team focused on
the families of Petya Slavkova, Ioanna-Victoria Lozanova, Bianca Marinova and Saska
Stankova.
Turkey and Italy - teachers and students chose accommodation in Rodina Hotel. At their
request it was organized a special daily transport service to Bozhurishte.
Poland - the group organized its own accommodation in Alexander Hotel and the daily
travelling to the school in Bozhurishte.
Organizing photo trips
In accordance with the objectives of the project - to take photos from which to develop
electronic resources and to present Bulgarian cultural traditions and share values among
partners - were organized two tours – a tour of central Sofia and a tour of Old Plovdiv.
It was organized a tour of five sites with English speaking guide. Some tourist materials were
provided as well - a map of the capital, brochures, and leaflets. It was organized a visit to:
Sofia
The church Sveta Nedelya, the Catholic church, the synagogue and the mosque in downtown
Sofia
The presidency and the parliament of the Republic of Bulgaria
National Theatre Ivan Vazov and Art Gallery
Cathedral Alexander Nevski
Sofia University
Plovdiv
Little basilica
The house-museum Nedkovich
Gallery of Zlatyu Boyadzhiev
Pharmacy Hippocrates
Ancient Theatre

Development of materials promoting the project activities






 Poster presenting the project and partners
 Memory sticks and pens with the name of the project
 Brochures presenting the school and city Bozhurishte
 Boards with materials from the project activities
 Badges for identification of participants
 Souvenirs representing Bulgaria
Materials for handicraft products / martenitsi Easter decoration
/ a souvenir from Bulgaria and get acquainted with Bulgarian traditions
Official dinner
Coffee breaks during activities
Participation of students and teachers in photo trips

The project team focused on 16 students from 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12 grades of school. They had to
prepare the presentation of the stages to take part and assist the implementation of the
activities planned during the visit.
IV. Program
March 22, 2015
Teachers and students from the Spanish school partner arrived on Sunday, a day before the
official start of the visit. Tatyana Dimitrova and Theodora Taneva welcomed Spanish partners
and organized the accommodation of students in Bulgarian families.

March 23, 2015
Class Attendance
The first day of the program started with an attendance
to two English lessons of Teodora Taneva and Mariela
Hristova in 8 and 9 grade. Students from Spain and
Bulgaria had the opportunity to hold talks on issues such
as free time of teenagers, school life, fashion and music,
sports.
During the first lesson they could find similarities and
differences in the lives of students from both countries,
share information that interests them and discover a
number of things in common with each other. The
second lesson was a standard lesson in English,
students worked individually and in groups.

Presentation of Letec Hristo Toprakchiev School

After completion of the two lessons the students
and teachers from Spain and a student team from
our school took their seats in the English lab
specially prepared for the activities. Teodora
Taneva presented the mission and vision of our
school's history, curriculum and profiles,
classrooms, offices, dance halls and sports
facilities.
Participants had the opportunity to learn about the
various events, forums, competitions, in which our
school participates. On a poster children compared
core subjects in their curricula, analyzed the
learning process.
Students were divided into groups and
discussed what their favourite subjects are.
Upon completion of the discussions children
presented their choice to the teachers.

A tour of the town of Bozhurishte was included
in the afternoon program. The guests from
Spain, accompanied by students and teachers
from the school had the opportunity to explore
the town, get acquainted in details with the
building of the community center, the church and
the horse race center. Students from Bulgaria
provided information about these sites. The
pupils and teachers were greeted by Vanya
Arizanova - Secretary of the Community center
"Hristo Botev 1934" in Bozhurishte.
She presented the specific mission of the center
to preserve and develop the traditional values of
the Bulgarian nation, and a deep connection with
past traditions and culture that underpin the
functioning of the community center and its
social role. Participants had the opportunity to
learn about eighty year history of the center and
its contemporary mission - a place to develop the
interests of local people according to their
preferences in music, dance, crafts, and literature.

The most attractive for the visitors was the visit
of the horse racing center General Krum Lekarski
in Bozhurishte.
The manager of the center familiarized participants
with detailed information about the history and
development of the center, with the rearing of
horses, different breeds and organizing horse
races. Students and teachers had the opportunity to
take pictures.

March 24, 2015
The official opening of the visit was done by the
school principal - Maya Karamfilova. By a
presentation she familiarized the guests with the
history, geography, landmarks, economy and
education in Bozhurishte. In a sign of hospitality
all principals of the partner schools received gifts
from the Bulgarian team.

The second activity of the program was student presentations of the products from stage 5
with the topic "Thematic photos - people, nature, animals, art". The children presented the
work of their classmates. The result showed different perspectives and aspects of pictures and
materials expressing feelings and attitudes of children on the theme of the fifth stage of the
project program. All countries presented their products, showed a variety of views of children
on the topic of the stage. We can conclude that the stage was interesting and useful because
the students joined numerous photographs.

To familiarize the community with
the activities of the project a meeting
with the Mayer of Bozhurishte was
organized. Mr. Asparuhov welcomed
guests in the Community center
building, where they were welcomed
and told about the municipality and
the development of educational
structures. At the end of the meeting there was an
opportunity for questions from the partners.

Photo excursion to Sofia - the capital of Bulgaria
Goals






Taking photos for the photo contest
Sightseeing of Sofia
Understanding the history, geography and cultural characteristics of Sofia
Sharing cultural values
Increasing communication skills in English

The photo excursion to the capital was organized by Tatyana
Dimitrova in a partnership with the metropolitan tourist information center. As a result of the
collaboration the guests were provided with promotional materials about the capital city and
city maps. Students took various photos in order
to participate in a photo competition at the final
visit in Turkey of the project program and to
develop a video for one of the activities planned
in the program in Bulgaria. The capital was
presented to the partners, where unique coexist
world's major religions within half a square
kilometer. At the heart of the city you can see
the Orthodox church St. Nedelya, the mosque
Banya Bashi, the Catholic Church St Joseph and
Sofia Synagogue. A few blocks away are
collected in temples Christians - Orthodox and Catholics, Muslims and Jews. The tourist tour
included consideration of the Presidency of the Republic of Bulgaria, the Parliament building
and the monument to the Tsar Liberator, the rotunda St. George, the Archaeological Museum,
the National Theatre Ivan Vazov, the Russian church St. Nikolai, the church St. Sofia, the
cathedral St.. Alexander Nevski, the Sofia University St. Kliment Ohridski.

March 25, 2015
Trip to Plovdiv
Goals
 Presentation of Bulgaria
 Taking photos for the photo
competition
 Increasing digital competence
 Sightseeing of Plovdiv
 Understanding the history, geography and cultural characteristics of the city,
European Capital of Culture for 2019
 Sharing cultural values

The trip to the city of Plovdiv was organized by
Teodora Taneva and Kamelia Kostova.
It started with familiarization of project participants
in our country. On the bus the students of class 12
provided information about the history of Bulgaria,
popular seaside and winter resorts, the natural wealth
of the country towns.

During tours of the Old Town visitors could see:
1. The Early Christian Basilica with baptistery is an archaeological complex dating back from
the 5th-6th century A.D. It displays unique coloured mosaics with rich symbolic meaning.
2. The House of Nikola Nedkovich was built in 1862-1863. The distinguished and elegant
furniture recreates the authentic interior which was typical for the wealthy Bulgarian families
in the second part of the 19th century.
3.The Zlatyu Boyadzhiev Gallery is situated in the House of Dr. Stoyan Chomakov, built in
1860. Since 1984 this house has hosted 71 canvasses by the famous Bulgarian artist, which
are representative for the two distinct periods in his professional life.
4. The Pharmacy Museum Hippocrates is set in the built in 1872 house of Dr. Sotir Antoniadione of the first graduated doctors in Plovdiv. Since 1981 the house has hosted a unique
museum exhibition on the history of pharmacy from the late 19th and early 20th century.
5. The Ancient theatre is situated in the Southern part of the three hills. It was built in 114-117
A.D. during the time of the Roman Emperor Trayan. The theatre has a two level stage,
decorated with friezes, cornices and statues. It has 3500 seats on two rings of 14 rows each.

March 26, 2015

Presentation of stage 6 "My life, my world"
Representatives from all countries presented products of stage 6 "My life, my world."
Students had the opportunity to present and learn stories about their friends` schools from
other countries. They also listened about the students` life in their free time and teenagers`
problems.

During coffee breaks, the guests had the
opportunity to interact with other students and
teachers from the school, to share impressions, to
play basketball, football and volleyball, to
exchange photos, contacts, phone numbers and
addresses on social networks.

IT competition
Teams of students and teachers took part in the
IT competition. The electronic test included
questions from various fields - life, traditions,
culture, costumes and instruments, celebrities,
as well as issues related to the European Union
and the activities of the project "Talkative
Photos".
The test is based on the program Easy Quizzy
and is specially developed for the project
"Talkative photos" by Stanislava Potocka
supported by the other teachers in ICT in our school – Asya Venelinova and Kamelia
Kostova. Such kind of tests in Information Technology have been developed with this
program. It contains questions with multiple-choice, multiple answer questions and combines
images with text. Questions are in English.

Videos
Participants created a video using their own
photos taken during the tours. The videos were
entitled "Bulgaria through my eyes." Each
national team was supported by a student from
Bulgaria who have skills to work with the
program and helped in the technical
implementation and the usage of the program
MOMENTO ESPRESSO. As a result four
videos were made expressing emotion and
positive impressions of the students.

Art Club "Talkative photos"
In the afternoon according to the program were
organized events presenting customs and traditions
of Bulgaria, the so called - "Art club Talkative
photos". Participants had the opportunity to
experience the magic of Bulgarian folk songs and
dances, and led by their Bulgarian friends from 5 b
and 6 a grade they learned to dance a special
Bulgarian dance /horo/ and sing the popular folk
song "Dilmano Dilbero." The legend about the
Martenitsa and Easter traditions were presented as
well. Our guests from Spain, Turkey, Poland and
Italy tried to make some martenitsas using white and red threads. They also made some
decorations of Easter eggs. Supported by the Bulgarian students and Vesela Mancheva they
dealt with the tasks successfully and took souvenirs of this Art afternoon from Bulgaria.

While all participants were working and trying to
fulfill their tasks perfectly, Ioana Barakova from 5th
grade greeted the guests with the Italian song
Insieme. Students from 6th grade addressed a
special greeting to the project coordinator from
Turkey with the song "Gel Yanima". Inspired by the
upcoming meeting with foreign guests, four girls
from fifth grade made their own choreographed
dance in the accompaniment of the song
"Bailando". With her musical talent Petya Slavkova
of 8th grade impressed the audience. She performed
Elena Paparizou’s song - My Number One.

At the end of this festive afternoon appeared the
final sweet surprise. The Bulgarian team and
children from the school Letec Hristo Toprakchiev
gave their new friends from Turkey, Spain, Italy
and Poland a large cake with the project logo and
the flag of each country participating in Talkative
Photos.

Bulgarian team would like to thank to all the participants
from Spain, Turkey, Italy and Poland.
From Spain :
Teachers - Francisco Miguel Mozo González, Israel Prados
Benítez, Maria Isabel Pescador Albiach
Students - Irene Aguilera Gómez, Lucía Galán López, Beatriz
Marcos Díaz, Victoria Pérez López,
Ana Cristina
Temprado Rodríguez
From Turkey:
Teachers -Derya ÇAKIR, Özay GÖRÜNMEZOĞLU
Students - Buket AKBAŞ, Öznur Özcan, Ceyda İLGEN, Ceyda KAŞ, Cansel EROL,
Beren KAHRAMAN
From Italy :
Teachers - Mrs Susana Tasso, Mrs Cristina Vendra, Mr Paolo Ciafardini
Students - Miss Federica Cenacchi, Miss Elisabetta Holzl
From Poland
Teachers - Agnieszka Kempa, Jarosław Sośnierz, Monika Radoń
Students- Klaudyna Bieniak, Aleksandra Mateja, Natalia Sychla
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